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ABSTRACT

In this report we discuss a /IP based data acquisition cum

automation system for Raman and Rayleigh Spectrometers. The

experiments require simultaneous acquisition of different digital

data in two separate counters, their storage and rotation of

grating through stepper motor in a repetitive cycle. Various

modes of operation are selected through a function keyboard. The

current status of the experiment is also displayed using 7

segment 12 element display unit. The input parameters are fed

through a hexadecimal keyboard before the s t a r t of the

experiment. The stored data can be sent to a printer/terminal or

to a PC through a serial port after the completion of the

experiment.,
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A /JP BASED AUTONATION SYSTEM FOR RAMAN AND RAYLEIGH SPECTROMETER

R. Kesavamoorthy,* A.K. Arora* and D. Vasumathi*

INTRODUCTION :

/JP based automation and data acquisition systems are very

common these days and have been successfully used for variety of

experiments. These systems are particularly useful where large

amount of data from various parallel sources is to be acquired,

processed and stored and also where the experiments last for long

periods of time like days and weeks.

JUP based systems, apart from the microprocessor also have

random access memories (RAM), erasable programmable read only

memories (EPROM), counter/timer, keyboard/display interface and

universal synchronous asynchronous receiver transmitter (USART).

Currently, various types of jUP systems are commercially

available, e.g. in one type of system various PCB cards like

memory card, /jp card, interface and etc. are mounted on a mother

board which is used to establish communication between various

boards. The other type which is also very common and attractive

from the point of view of compactness are single board computers

(SBC) where all the relevant components are on a single board.

The present system has been built using commercially available

SBC card PGK 01 along with a keyboard/display card PKG 02.

* Material Science Division, Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic
Research, Kalpakkam - 603 102
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SPECIFICATION/REQUIREMENT :

(a) Raman Spectrometer :

In this set up, intensity of the scattered light is

recorded as a function of wavenumber. The wavenumber is

changed by rotating a grating of the spectrometer which is

driven using a stepper motor. The intensity of light is

detected using photomultiplier tube and the associated

photon counting system. Thus the intensity is proportional

to the rate of TTL pulses that are available at the output

of the photon counting system. Thus a Raman experiment

requires data collection (integration of the counts) for a

fixed period of time t at the required setting of the

wavenumber and move to the next wavenumber by giving Ns

pulses to the stepper motor. This process is to be repeated

N times, which is the number of data point. During the

experiment, the incident laser intensity may also fluctuate

and hence the laser power also needs to be monitored and

integrated during the same period of time. The laser power

which is monitored using a photodiode followed by a VFC is

also available as a train of TTL pulses.

Once the experiment is over, the entire data is to be

outputted to a printer or to a PC for further analysis. The

parameters of the experiments are

1. Intensity I rate (sec"1) 10 to 100 k

2. Laser Power Io rate (sec"1) 100 to 1000

3. t (sec) 01 to 99
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4. Ns 001 to 250

5. N 0010 to 1000

(b) Rayleigh Scattering :

In this experiment the Rayleigh scattered intensity is

measured as a function of scattering angle (0). The

detection system and the laser power monitoring is

essentially identical to that of the Raman spectrometer.

The scattering angle is changed by using a set of mirrors

mounted on a rotating arm in the set up. This is usually

done manually because the change in 0 from one data point to

another is not uniform (it can vary from 10° to 1° within an

experiment) and is chosen depending on the experimental

requirement.

Thus Rayleigh scattering requires entering the value

of 0, data acquisition (both scattered intensity I and the

laser power Io) for a fixed period of time t at the required

setting of scattering angle and moving to the next angle.

This is repeated N times, N being the number of data points.

The collected data is to be sent to a printer or to a PC for

further processing at the end of the experiment. The

parameters of the experiments are

1. Intensity I rate (sec"1) 100 to 100 k

2. Laser power Io rate (sec~l) 100 to 1 k

3. t (sec) 01 to 99

4. N 20 to 50
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Apart from controlling the Raman and Rayleigh

experiments two more simple functions are required which are

useful for optimising the scattered intensity. These are

helpful in choosing the parameters of the experiment before

the start of an actual experiment. These are (c) to use the

JUP system as a count rate meter and (d) to move the

spectrometer to the initial wavenumber position before the

start of the experiment.

(c) Rate Meter :

The system should display the counts integrated during

the past one sec. from channel 1 (scattered intensity) in a

repetitive manner. This function will enable one to align

the optics to maximise the signal.

(d) Drive pulses for spectrometer :

The system should be able to supply the required set of

pulses to the monochromator drive. Number of pulses can be

anywhere between 1 and 9999 and the maximum rate is 500 Hz.

DESCRIPTION OF THE JUP SYSTEM :

The single board computer (SBC) PGK 01 (Fig.l) is built

around a 8085 CPU which operates on 3.072 MHz, crystal controlled

clock. Upto 48 k bytes of memory exists which is shared between

EPROM'S and RAM's. In the present application a single 8 K EPROM

(2764) has been used as the storage of the required software

while the remaining 40 K memory is available as RAM (6264).
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Serial communication to an external device like printer or PC

is established through two USART's (8251) and with RS-232C

interface. The system operates at 1200 bauds. An on-board

counter/timer 8253, allows counting of digital pulses at the rate

of 1.5 MHz. 8253 operates in the BCD counting mode. A total of

12 vectored interrupts, four CPU interrupts and 8 interrupts

through 8259 interrupt controller, are available in the existing

system. Only RST 7,5 is used to generate a 1 sec timer.

A keyboard/display card PGK 02 (Fig 2) is interfaced to the

SBC through keyboard/display controller IC 8279. The keyboard

consists of a 28 key matrix scanned by a decoder and return line

combination. A 12 element 7 segment LED is used for display.

The 8279 operates in the scanned N key roll over mode.

The SBC has an arithmetic processor AMD 9511 for performing

some simple arithmetic function but this option has not been

utilised.

The addresses of various units which is determined from the

manner there are configured on the board, are given below.

Counter/timer 8253 : 14 clkO, 15 clkl, 16 clk2, 17 status

word register

Keyboard/display controller 8279 : 18 , 19 , 1A , IB

I/O ports 8255 : 10 Port A, 11 port B, 12 port C, 13 status word

register

USART 1 (U7) 8251 : 04, 05, 06, 07

USART 2 (U10) 8251 : 08, 09, 0A, 0B
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Function keyboard code : 10 to IB

12 element display unit
code sequence : 86, 87, 88, 89, 80, 81, 82, 83, 8A,

8B, 84, 85

HARDWARE :

(A) Changes

1. As only one counter (elk 1) in the counter/timer IC 8253 is

available for external use on this board (PGK 01) in order

to make use of the other counter (elk 2) the laser power

monitor (output of VFC) is fed directly to this input (pin

18) by removing the leg from the socket. The input is fed

through pin C8 of I/O connector.

2. Gate 2 input of the counter/timer IC 8253 (pin 16) had been

pulled upto 5 V via a resistor R 3. In order to feed the

same gate for counter 1 and counter 2, first R 3 is

disconnected from gate 2 (pin 16) and then gate 2 and gate 1

(pin 14) are shorted together.

3. In order to generate 1 sec gate through hardward interrupts

and the various baud rates available on the board following

changes are made.

(a) Interrupts line is disconnected from OUT 2 output of

counter/timer IC 8253 (pin 17) by removing the leg from

the socket.

(b) Jumpers J 26 and J 27, and J 13 and J 14 are shorted to

reduce the baud rate from 19.2 KHz to 1200 Hz and then

to 75 Hz.
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(c) J 16 which now has 75 Hz baud rate is connected to

interrupt line (pin 17 on the base of 8253) and then J

61 and J 65 are shorted in order the interrupt line to

reach the RST 7.5 input of the J3F.

(B) Connections :

On bus connector

Al : GND

A2 : + 5V

A3 : - 12 V

A4 : + 12 V

On I/O connector

A2 : + 12 V

A3 : - 12 V

A4 : RXD2 (receive data) to pin 2 of 25 pin RS-232C
connector

All : SID line to monitor/user switch (0 = monitor 1 =
user program)

gate 1 connected to port BO (C25)

input to CLK 1 (scattered intensity)

TXD 2 (transmit data) to pin 3 of 25 pin RS - 232C
connector

input to CLK 2 (laser power monitor)

port CO (drive pulses output for monochromator)

A

A

C6

C8

C

18

25

22

SOFTWARE :

In order to select user programs one feeds 5 V (logic level

1) to the SID input through the monitor/user switch. The monitor

has been modified to jump to 12E0 location in the EPROM which is
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the beginning of the user program. In order to perform all the

four functions and also to run the check routines the flow chart

adopted is shown in Fig. 3. When switched on or by resetting the

system displays the message "Stru dn Scan" and any one of the

five modes can be selected using the function keys.

(a) Check routines

It is important to perform self checks occasionally on

the system like port check, display check, RAM check, EPROM

check etc. and display error messages if a fault is noticed.

The main program runs from 0800 to 0889 while the routines

are from 1C00 to 1D45. During display check, segments of

all the display units are given the ON logic level in a

sequential manner so that one can visually see whether all

segments glow or not. In RAM check, FF is written initially

in all locations. These are then incremented by one and

compared with 00. If anyone of these is non zero, the

message 'Error 1' is displayed. EPROM is checked for zero

check sum. If it is nonzero, the message 'Error 2' is

displayed. The ports are checked by sending a byte to the

ports, then reading the ports and comparing it with the byte

sent. If port is no found OK message 'Error 0' is

displayed.

At the end of all checks, a sign on message is sent to

the serial port and the program comes back to the beginning

of the user program^
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(b) Raman Scattering

The flow chart for the Raman experiment is shown in

Fig. 4. When the mode scan is selected, the program jumps

to location 1315 and displays the message 't 2d' on the

leftside of display. Time in seconds for which each data is

to be acquired is entered (01 to 99). The time is read

through READ TIME routine which calls routines RDKBD and

DSPLY 1 and displays the time on the rightside. It also

calls the routine BCD - HEX - 2 which converts the time

entered in BCD into hexadecimal. The time is stored in RAM

at location 2000.

The display is cleared automatically after ? sec and

the message "step 4d" is displayed on the left. Ns, the

number of steps by which monochromator is to be moved

between successive data points, is entered in four digits

(0001 to 0255), The routine READ N reads the four digits

through RDKBD and displays through DSPLYl on the right side.

It calls BCD - HEX - 4 to convert Ns entered in decimal into

hexadecimal. Ns is stored in 2020 and 2021 in packed BCD

form and 2022 and 2023 in hex form.

The display is cleared automatically after | sec and

message 'N 4d' is displayed on the leftside. N, the number

of data points, is entered in 4 digits (0001 to 9999).

Reading, displaying and converting to hex form is done by

the same routine READ N. N is stored in 2030 and 2031 in

packed BCD form and in 2032 and 2033 in hex form.
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If entered parameters are OK, key GO (F12) is pressed.

If not OK, by pressing key Scan (Fll) one can come back to

the starting point. In order to display the current status

of the experiment (i.e.) n data point being acquired, memory

locations 2019 and 201A are used as 4 digit decimal

up-counter. Initially n is set to zero.

Memory locations 200F to 2018 are initialised to zero

which are used for timer interrupt counter (200F) and

storing the contents of the counters, 2013 to 2015 for

counter 1 and 2016 to 2018 for counter 2. n is incremented

by 1 and adjusted to packed BCD form using routine BCD -

ADJ - 4 and is displayed on the leftside using DISPLAY 4

routine.

In order to generate a gate of one second, the memory

200F is incremented every time an interrupt (75 Hz derived

from baud rate) reaches theJUP. This is done by routine

TIMER INTERRUPT. When one second is over the memory takes

the value 4B, (75 decimal) a flag is set and the memory

location is reset. The flag is tested during counting.

Gate is opened by sending logic level 1 to the counters

through port B0 of 8155. During the time the gate is

opened, the contents of the counters are repeatedly read,

BCD adjusted and stored in memories. Content of counter 1

is displayed on the rightside of display. Gate is closed

after time t by sending logic level 0 through the same port.

Routine COUNTS does all these jobs by calling COUNTER 1,

COUNTER 2, BCD SUB DISPLAY 6 routines. The value of n and
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contents of counter 1 and counter 2 ate stored in units of 3

locations each starting from 3000 in a sequential manner.

After the gate is closed, the content of the counter 1 is

displayed for $ sec, display is cleared automatically, the

content of the counter 2 is displayed for $ sec. and then

cleared. After this N is decremented and compared with

zero. If not zero, Ns square pulses of duration 1 msec

(generated using delay routines and sending logic levels 1

and 0 through port CO of 8155) are sent to the stepper motor

drive. Routine PULSE 2 is used for this purpose.

The program then jumps back to the point of

initialisation of memories. Once N becomes zero, the

program comes out of the loop and message 'Scan Print1 is

displayed. At this moment one could either discard the

entire collected data by selecting mode 'Scan' (Pll) and

restart the experiment. By selecting mode 'Print' (F15) one

outputs the collected data to a printer using a serial RS

232 C Port. This is done using routine PRINTCTS. However

the data could be sent to PC instead of printer for further

processing. Moment the bulk transfer of data is over, the

program jumps back to the starting point of 'Scan' main,

display 't 2d' on the left side and is ready to accept

parameters of the next experiment.

c. Rayleigh scattering

The flow chart for Rayleigh scattering experiment is shown

in Fig.5. When the mode 'Stru' is selected, the program
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jumps to location 11D0 and displays the message 't 2d' on

the left side of display. Time in seconds for which each

data is to be acquired is entered (01 to 99). The time is

read and stored as in the case of Raman experiment.

The display is cleared automatically alter \ sec. The

message 'angle' appears in the leftside of the display for |

sec. The angle, representing the scattering angle, is

entered through keyboard (0000 to 0180). The digits are

displayed on the left side. Memory locations 200F to 2018

are initialized to zero which are used for time interrupt

counters and storing the contents of counters 1 and 2 as in

the case of Raman experiments. The gates are opened, the

contents of the counters are repeatedly read, BCD adjusted

and stored in memories. Content of counter 1 is displayed

on the right side. Gates are closed after time t. The

angle and contents of counters 1 and 2 stored in locations

starting from 3000, in units of 3 locations each. In order

to display the counts stored in counter 2, key 2 can be

pressed after the acquisition is completed.

Now one can choose any of the following three options :

'next (F18), 'repeat' (FlA) and 'end' (F19) by pressing the

appropriate function keys. On selecting 'next1, the display

is cleared, the message 'angle' is displayed on the left

side for | sec. The next angle is entered in 4 digits and

the experiment continues. The angle and contents of

counters 1 and 2 are stored in locations starting from 3009.

On selecting 'repeat1, the memory address is decremented by
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9 ( i . e . ) back to 3000, the display is cleared and the

message 'angle' is displayed for \ sec on the lef t . The

angle in 4 digits is entered. Then the angle and the

contents of the counter 1 and 2 are stored in locations

starting from 3000. On selecting 'end', the display is

cleared and the message 'print stru1 comes on the display.

At t h i s moment one could ei ther discard the en t i re

collection of data by selecting 'Stru' (any key other than

F15) and restart the experiment. By selecting 'pr in t '

(F15), the data is outputted using a serial RS-232C port by

calling the routine PRINTCTS. After transmitting the data,

the program jumps back to the starting point of 'Stru' main,

displays ' t 2d' on the left and is ready for the next

experiment.

d. Rate Meter

Fig. 6a shows the flow chart for this mode. The

message 'rate' is displayed on the left side. The memory

location 200F to 2015 are initialized to zero. The counter

1 is started and gate of 1 second is generated using timer

interrupt routine as described earlier. At the end of 1 sec

the content of counter 1 is displayed on the right side.

The program than jumps back to the point of initialisation

of memory location. Thus the counts acquired in every one

second are displayed repeatedly until reset key is pressed

to select another mode.
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e. Drive for monochromator

The flow chart for this mode is shown in Fig. 6b. 'Step

4d' message is displayed on the left side. The number of

pulses, Ns to be fed to monochromator is entered through

keyboard in 4 digits (0001 to 9999). The digits are read

using the subroutine READ N which also converts the digits

to hex form using BCD-HEX-4 routine and stores it in

location 2022 and 2023. On pressing the key 'GO1 (F12), Ns

pulses are sent through the port CO of 8155. The pulses are

produced as follows : Accumulator is loaded with FF and is

sent through port CO. This takes the port CO to level 1.

After a delay of 1 msec 00 is loaded in accumulator and is

sent through port CO which which brings it to level 0.

Level 0 is also maintained for a period of 1 msec. This

process is repeated Ns times to generate Ns pulses. These

pulses are fed to monochromator drive unit. Depending on

selected direction logic level (0 for forward and 1 for

reserve) which is manually selected, the monochrbmator is

moved either forward or reverse. After the completion of

this task the program jumps back to the point of displaying

•step 4d'.
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Power On / Reset (Jumps to 12E0)

Display
St.ru dn Scan

Select
mode through
•function keys

Branch
to rate main

yes

Branch
to Scan main

1315

yes

Branch
to chk main

0800

yes

StrUfdn,Scan,Chk,Rate

yes

yes

Branch
to Stru main

11 DO

Branch
to pulses main

1460

Fig.3. Flow chart for mode selection
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Scan main selected

display "t 2d",,enter time(aec) 1-99
display "step 4d",enter Ns 1-2S5
display "N 4d' enter N I-9999

enter
parameters

heck
are parameters OK

F12

set n=o|

No

send Ns pulses
to stepper motor

drive

No

No

initialize counters
n=n+l, display n<bcd)
start counters 1 and

decrement t by 1 sec

yes

stop counters
store C and C

1 2
decrement

1
in

N

and 2
memory

yes

display " Scan Print"

yes

send the data
to serial port

Fig.4. Flow chart for the Raman experiment
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No

Stru main selected

display "t 2d"
enter time <sec)1-99

| initialize counters
J_

display "Angle"
enter ancjl© 4d

start counters 1,2

decrement t after 1 sec
display current value o-f

counter 1

yes

stop counters land 2
store C and C in memory

1 2
increment memory

decrement
memory

check __
TB data to be repeated?

F15

check
is experiment over?

display "Stru Print" |

c heels
is data to be printed

send the data
to serial port

Fig.5. Flow chart for the Rayleigh experiment
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rate main selected

[display "rate""]

initialise counter 1
start counter 1

stop counter 1
display contents of

counter 1

Fig.6a. flow chart for the rate mode

pulses main selected

display "step 4d"
enter Ns 1-9999

yes

send Ns pulses
to stepper motor

dri ve

Fig.6b. Flow chart for the drive pulses
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